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Year 3 Home Learning 

Learning Log: Pack 7 
Support for Home Learning can be found at Y.3@arkbentworthprimary.org 

Learning can be accessed through your child’s account on the following: 
DB Primary https://arkbentworth-lbhf.secure-dbprimary.com/ 
Mathletics https://www.mathletics.com/uk/ 
Accelerated Reader https://ukhosted40.renlearn.co.uk/2142174/ 

However, we recommend that this is in addition to the times below. 
Please do not feel pressured to finish all the material in one week. However, we will continue to 
give out new packs each week to ensure full coverage of the curriculum. 

Reading In the pack this week there is an extract from a non-fiction text. Children should 
read the text and answer the questions using the text to support their answer.  

Writing 

Children will need their topic books on ‘Climate and Biomes’ to gather 
information to write a discussion text. There are two discussion titles that 
children may choose from to write their discussion text. Children should 
choose a title they feel more confident writing about then plan their text 
using the planning box provided.  

Maths 

In this pack children will continue comparing fractions and finding equivalent 
fractions using a fractions wall. In addition to this, children will begin to add 
fractions together using the examples to help and the lesson on oak national 
academy website as indicated in the pack. Finally, children will need to answer 
word problems involving fractions. All answers are at the end of the pack.  

Spelling Children should practise the words using the look, cover, say method. Choose 
two words from the list and find their definition and then place these new 
words in a sentence. 

The wider 
Curriculum 

This week in topic once children have completed the quiz in their workbook the 
information provided will support them in building an understanding of how 
specific flora and fauna have adapted to the biomes of Europe. 
In science this week children will be thinking about the specific purpose of 
leaves. Children will use the information proved to label and complete the task 
in their workbook. 

Extra 
Activities 

In the pack this week there are some ideas of baking biscuits, building tents and 
colouring. Post some pictures on DB primary of your tents. See how many 
family members you can excite to join you on your lockdown adventure. 

Websites www.sciencing.com 
www.scienceforkidsclub.com 
www.wildlifeworldwide.com/discover/europe 

Many thanks for your continued support, 

Mrs Felix and Miss Cox 

Year 3 Teachers 

http://www.arkbentworth.org/
mailto:Y.3@arkbentworthprimary.org
https://arkbentworth-lbhf.secure-dbprimary.com/
https://www.mathletics.com/uk/
https://ukhosted40.renlearn.co.uk/2142174/
http://www.sciencing.com/
http://www.scienceforkidsclub.com/
http://www.wildlifeworldwide.com/discover/europe


Writing
This week we are continuing with the  

writing of discussion texts.  

Choose one of the titles below to write a  

discussion text exploring the positives and 

negatives.  

1) Should all biomes be protected from human activity?

2) Should humans be allowed to adapt biomes for their own benefit?

Use the information from your Science workbook, this pack and previous packs to plan your 

discussion. Think about: 

-the purpose of biomes

-the location of biomes

-how biomes support animals and vegetation

-how biomes support humans.

Do not forget that great writers, plan, write, proofread, edit, rewrite, edit and publish. Keep 
practising your skills to becoming a great writer.  

Please share your great discussion text with us on DB primary or through emails. 

Question title You title of your discussion text should be a question which your text should 
answer 

Opening 
paragraph 

This paragraph should interest the reader in the topic. Use a rhetorical 
question.  e.g. Did you know that....?

Second paragraph A point for your arguments followed by the point against the point. 
Third paragraph A point against your argument followed by the point for the point. 
Fourth paragraph A point for your argument followed by the point against the argument. 
Concluding 
paragraph  

A reasoned conclusion which uses points that you have justified in the 
previous paragraphs.  



Example 

Should zoos be used to house endangered animals? 

Many people believe that zoos are cruel and should be shut. However, there are 
plenty of people who support zoos and enjoy what they have to offer. 

One of the main arguments presented is that animals that are kept in zoos are 
often kept in small, bleak cages where they become bored and disinterested in 
life. While this may be the case in poorly run zoos, there are plenty of zoos which 
offer a stimulating environment where the animals have plenty of space. Their 
enclosures are matched as best as possible to the animal’s natural habitat. They 
have trees, plants, vegetation and running water like they would have in the wild. 

A second point that is often put forward is that animals in zoos miss the ability to 
hunt for their food and become depressed. This argument misses the point that 
animals in zoos are provided with a balanced, healthy diet which allows the 
animals to thrive. Good zoos also hide the food within the animal’s enclosures 
so that the animals must find the found. This replicates the hunting process as 
much as possible. 

Lastly, some people feel that animals should not be kept solely for our 
entertainment. It doesn't teach us the respect for animals that they deserve. 
Instead we view them as entertainers who are there for our amusement. Zoos do 
though provide us with a wonderful opportunity to get close to animals that we 
probably wouldn't get to see in the wild. They allow us to learn about them in an 
interesting way and to understand their importance. 

In conclusion, having considered both sides of the argument I think that zoos can 
be a place to allow endangered animals to be safe and allow the numbers to 
grow once more. However, I do agree with many people that the conditions of 
the zoos must closely match that of the animal’s natural habitat. If we should 
keep animals in Zoos they should not be entertainment, they should not learn 
behaviours that they would not otherwise have in the wild.  With strict guidelines 
on how zoos should be operated, I do believe that zoos can provide an safe 
haven for endangered animals if it is a final option due to their natural biome 
being destroyed.  



Word bank 
 
The first reason         also     furthermore    however     but     
 
on the other hand      many people also believe         to decide       if we should 
 
in conclusion      having considered all sides of the arguments     
 
 having looked at this from both sides   
 

 

Use the box below to plan your discussion text  

Question title   
Opening paragraph 
There should be a rhetorical 
question in this paragraph 
relating to your title. 

 

This paragraph you should 
choose one point and argue 
for it then use ‘however’ or 
‘but’ to argue against the 
point in the previous 
sentence.  
 

 

This paragraph you should 
choose one point and argue 
for it then use ‘however’ or 
‘but’ to argue against the 
point in the previous 
sentence. 
 

 

This paragraph you should 
choose one point and argue 
for it then use ‘however’ or 
‘but’ to argue against the 
point in the previous 
sentence. 

 



This is your conclusion 
paragraph. You can reuse 
the main points from 
previous paragraphs to 
justify your overall opinion 
on the title. By the end of 
this paragraph the reader 
needs to know your answer 
to the title question.  

Maths 

 Lessons with this symbol can be support by online teaching through the oak national 
academy website. www.thenational.academy/online-classroom  

 select subjects
 select maths
 select the lesson that was specified next to the activity

Task 1.1 – lesson 12 on oak national academy 

http://www.thenational.academy/online-classroom


Task 1.2  

 

 

 

Task 1.3 – the first one has been done for you as an example of how to find an equivalent fraction using the 
fraction wall. 

 

 



Task 1.4 – use your fraction wall to help you complete this activity 

 Lesson 13: Adding fractions with the same denominator 

When we add fractions with the same denominator the denominator stays the same, but the numerator 
increases.  

The denominator tells us how many equal parts the whole has been divided into. 

If our whole has been divided into the same amount of equal parts, the denominators being the same, then 
we just add the numerator.  

Task 2.1 

Task 2.2 

Example 

+ =



Add these fractions together. Use the image to support you and complete the part whole model. 

Write the addition equation for each fraction addition.  

A)  

B) 

Task 2.3 – complete addition equations for these fractions 



Draw an image to represent this fraction calculation 

Task 2.4 

Task 2.5 – look at the fraction equation that Teddy has completed. He has made a mistake 
somewhere can you correct him and explain where he has gone wrong.  



 Lesson 14- subtracting fractions with the same denominator  

When adding or subtracting fractions with the same denominator the numerator increases 
or decreases while the denominator remains the same. 

Task 3.1  

 

 

 

Task 3.2  

A)  

 

B)  

 



C) 

Task 3.3 



Task 3.4 

Task 3.5 – draw your own representation to solve this problem. Remember the denominator show how many 
equal parts the whole has been divided into.  

These next tasks are to allow you to put your knowledge of fraction into real life contexts. 

 Step 1- read the word problem
 Step 2- identify if the word problem is asking you to add the fraction or subtract the

fractions
 Step 3- complete the equation. Remember when we are adding or subtraction with

fractions of the same denominator only the numerator increases or decreases. The
denominator stays the same.

 Step 4- make sure you have answer the question that was asked.



Task 4.1 

Task 4.2 



 

 

The 132 Challenge Award 
Can you complete ALL these times tables questions in the time limit for your year? 

My Name: _______________________                  Challenge Date: ____________ 

BRONZE = 80-99          SILVER = 100-131          GOLD = 132 
1x 10x 2x 5x 
3x 11x 4x 9x 
6x 7x 8x 12x 

 

1x2= 5x4= 12x4= 7x8= 9x5= 11x5= 
1x5= 3x10= 3x3= 8x2= 5x3= 12x2= 
6x4= 9x3= 6x8= 4x6= 11x4= 5x6= 
2x10= 2x5= 6x2= 10x4= 8x5= 2x7= 
10x3= 2x6= 1x6= 1x4= 5x2= 4x2= 
4x10= 2x3= 8x4= 8x8= 12x9= 1x7= 
11x2= 2x8= 8x12= 7x5= 11x6= 4x4= 
7x12= 1x10= 2x2= 4x3= 6x3= 11x9= 
7x4= 8x3= 7x10= 3x7= 3x4= 10x2= 
6x12= 3x5= 6x5= 2x4= 10x10= 10x5= 
11x3= 5x8= 12x3= 9x10= 12x5= 12x6= 
3x6= 7x2= 5x5= 10x6= 3x2= 1x8= 
5x12= 4x5= 9x6= 8x11= 6x6= 7x3= 
1x3= 5x10= 9x4= 9x2= 11x10= 12x7= 
4x8= 8x6= 6x10= 9x12= 11x8= 7x6= 
4x12= 4x7= 10x7= 7x11= 8x7= 10x8= 
7x7= 3x8= 9x11= 5x7= 6x11= 5x11= 
8x9= 8x10= 11x7= 10x12= 9x8= 9x7= 
3x12= 6x7= 7x9= 10x11= 12x8= 3x11= 
5x9= 4x11= 11x11= 2x9= 2x11= 4x9= 
2x12= 6x9= 1x9= 9x9= 3x9= 10x9= 
11x12= 12x11= 1x12= 12x10= 1x11= 12x12= 

Note:   Y2 – 5 mins Y3 – 4 ½ mins Y4 – 4 mins Y5 – 3 ½ mins Y6 – 3 mins 

           

My score = ______ out of 132 

Task 5 



Task 1 

Task 2 



Handwriting 

L.Wilkins
Rectangle



Reading comprehension 
Read the text and answer the questions 

Reading Comprehension. Read the text and answer the questions.





Task 1 

1) What 3 verbs are used to describe how penguins move?

2) Where are 3 places that penguins can live?

3) Why do penguins live near water?

4) Draw and label a penguin of your own. Label the features of a penguin that
make it suitable for its lifestyle and habitat. Use the information in the text to
support accurate labels of the penguin’s features.



 

 



Task 2 

1) What is a ‘barb’ and how do
penguins use it?

2) List the predators that penguins
need to be carful of.

3) Explain in your own words how
penguins live on land. Use the
information from the text.

4) Within a colony, how do parent
penguins locate their chicks.



    Climates and Biomes 

Use the information to complete session 4 in your workbook.  

 

 





 

 
 Science – use the information provided to complete session 4 in your 

packs. 

 





Art:

This week you are going to draw and paint your own landscape biased on the biome’s that we have been 
looking at in science. You have the option to choose between three biomes’: 

Grassland 
Rainforest 
Savannah 

I want you to 
put your spin 
on the 
landscape 
that you are 
going to 

choose to draw and paint. So you could take Van Gogh’s 
technique or add your own technique to the landscape. 

Task1: 
Look at your landscape. What colours does your landscape have? What could you add in? Plants or some 
small animals? What’s the sky going to be like? Is it going to be like starry night or wheat field?  

Task2:  
Now you are going to sketch your landscape in your sketch book. Make sure you are clear in what colours 
you want and what’s going to be in your picture animals? Plants?  

Task 3: 
 In your sketch book paint your landscape! – If you are up for a challenge choose another biome landscape 
and paint it in A4. 

There will also be a video on DB giving you examples and help. 

Music 
What is your favourite song? 

Can you find the lyrics?  

Can you create a video of you singing your favourite song. Or even change the lyrics to remind you of 
school or being at home?  

Look at the music on the Db page to help you. 



PSE 
What does diversity mean?  

Diversity means understanding that each individual is unique, and recognizing our individual differences for 
example race, gender, ethnicity age, physical abilities, religious beliefs and political beliefs.  

What do these words mean to you?  

Individual  

Unique  

Race  

Gender  

Culture  

Can you find their definition?  

Create a poster about why diversity is a good thing 

Extra fun activities for the half term 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Can you make a den or cave? 
Maybe it could be your new place 
to read or hide from your siblings  

The easiest way to create a stable 
den is through using a blanket or 
bed sheet and cover a table or 
some other furniture moved 
together. You can create quite a 
spacious den using four chairs 
arranged in a square with the 
blanket placed over the back rests. 
Add few cushions added into the 
cave. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 





 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Plants and Growth 
Mindfulness Multiplication Colour by Numbers

Solve the multiplication calculations on the picture below to work out 
what colours they should be.

0-20 = pink
21-39 = orange
40-59 = green
60-80 = yellow
81-120 = purple



Have some laughs on me 
Have a read of these jokes and share the ones you enjoy the most with 
your family. Share on DB which jokes you got the best laughs from. 

Share any jokes of your own to keep us smiling in this time.  

What do you call a dinosaur that is sleeping? 
A dino-snore! 

 What is fast, loud and crunchy? 
A rocket chip! 

Why did the teddy bear say no to dessert? 

Because she was stuffed. 

What has ears but cannot hear? 

A cornfield. 

 What did the left eye say to the right eye? 
Between us, something smells! 

 What do you call a boomerang that won’t come back? 
A stick. 

What does a cloud wear under his raincoat? 
Thunderwear. 

Riddle: What is full of holes but still holds water? 

Solution: A sponge. 

Riddle: What answer can you never answer yes to? 

Solution: Are you asleep yet? 

Riddle: When things go wrong, what can you always count on? 

Solution: Your fingers



Answers  

Maths  
Task 1.1 

 
Task 1.2 

4/6 = 2/3      and 2/6= 1/3  

Task 1.3  

one half is equal to two quarters  

one quarter is equal to two eights  

six eights is equal to three quartersTask 1.4  

2/3= 4/6      6/6 = 3/3  

 
Task 2.4 

 

They have eaten 6/7 of the cake together. 

Task 2.1  

¼ + ¼ = 2/4  

3/9 + 2/9= 5/9  

 

Task 2.2  

6/10 + 2/10 = 8/10  

2/9 + 4/9= 6/9  

 

Task 2.3  

A) 5/8+ 2/8= 7/8 

 

B) 3/6 + 2/6 = 5/6 

 

C) 4/6 +1/6= 5/6  

 



Task 2.5  

Teddy has added the denominator as well as the numerator. The answer should be ¾. 

Task 3.1 

5/9     3/6      2/7  

Task 3.2  

A) 1/3   B) 1/5    C)  2/5

Task 3.3 – any combinations of eights that when added together the numerators are equal
to 8.  

Task 3.4 

I will have 3 equal pieces left. I will have 3/9 left. 

Task 3.5 

Jack has 3/8 of the chocolate bar left. 

Task 4.1 

Kim has read 4/7 more of her book than Tom 



Task 4.2  

 

Task 5 

1x2=2 5x4=20 12x4=48 7x8=56 9x5=45 11x5=55 
1x5=5 3x10=30 3x3=9 8x2=16 5x3=15 12x2=24 
6x4=24 9x3=27 6x8=48 4x6=24 11x4=44 5x6=30 
2x10=20 2x5=10 6x2=12 10x4=40 8x5=40 2x7=14 
10x3=30 2x6=12 1x6=6 1x4=4 5x2=10 4x2=8 
4x10=40 2x3=6 8x4=32 8x8=64 12x9=108 1x7=7 
11x2=22 2x8=16 8x12=96 7x5=35 11x6=66 4x4=16 
7x12=84 1x10=10 2x2=4 4x3=12 6x3=18 11x9=99 
7x4=28 8x3=24 7x10=70 3x7=21 3x4=12 10x2=20 
6x12=72 3x5=15 6x5=30 2x4=8 10x10=100 10x5=50 
11x3=33 5x8=40 12x3=36 9x10=90 12x5=60 12x6=72 
3x6=18 7x2=14 5x5=25 10x6=60 3x2=6 1x8=8 
5x12=60 4x5=20 9x6=54 8x11=88 6x6=36 7x3=21 
1x3=3 5x10=50 9x4=36 9x2=18 11x10=110 12x7=84 
4x8=32 8x6=48 6x10=60 9x12=108 11x8=88 7x6=42 
4x12=48 4x7=28 10x7=70 7x11=77 8x7=56 10x8=80 
7x7=49 3x8=24 9x11=99 5x7=35 6x11=66 5x11=55 
8x9=72 8x10=80 11x7=77 10x12=120 9x8=72 9x7=63 
3x12=36 6x7=42 7x9=63 10x11=110 12x8=96 3x11=33 
5x9=45 4x11=44 11x11=121 2x9=18 2x11=22 4x9=36 
2x12=24 6x9=54 1x9=9 9x9=81 3x9=27 10x9=90 
11x12=132 12x11=132 1x12=12 12x10=120 1x11=11 12x12=144 

 

2/12                                                   10/12  

3/ 12                                                    9/12  

4/ 12                                                  8/12  

5/12                                                  7/12 

6/12                                            6/12  

Or any combination where 
the numerator added is equal 
to 12 



Grammar Task 1 

Circle the adverb in this sentence : Nervously  

Bear wanted breakfast, so they looked for the Honey Bee Tree.  

Listen to that noise  

Example: Rabbit clutched his ears closely 

Grammar Task 2 

“What is that?” shrieked rabbit.  

Bear yawned and stretched  

There would be no more music, drumming or dancing without woodpecker. 

Giant toothmarks covered the fresh stump. 

Reading comprehension Task 1 
1) Swim, march and slide

2) penguins can live on coasts, islands or icebergs.

3) Penguins live near water because they spend most of their lives in water.

4) labels should include webbed feet for steering, soft feathers to trap heat, stiff
flippers to push and steer, big eyes to see underwater, black backs to
camouflage from predators from above, white bellies to protect from predators
below.

Task 2 
1) A barb is sharp and pointy hook like part of the penguin’s tongues. They use it 
to help them hold onto slippery food.

2) Penguins are prey to leopard seals, killer whales, Australian sea eagle, giant 
petrel, cats, snakes, foxes and rats.

3) Example: On land penguins live in large groups called colonies. They keep 
warm in these colonies during winter months. They also march together in their 
colonies to get to their nesting ground. To find a mate penguins wave, strut, call, 
nod and dance. Once they have found their mate they stay with them for many 
years.  

4) Within a colony parent penguin locate their chicks by a special song between 
the parent and the chick.
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